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Introduction

The recent articles by Bayley, Gremmels, and FitzGerald touch on a timely issue. While such articles focused on narrow methodological issues, we intend to examine relevant questions about anthropology. To develop this insight, we build upon traditional and recent magisterial teaching, as it is informed by Thomistic philosophy, and juxtapose the conditions known as transgenderism with disorders of sex development. To conclude, we draw some preliminary implications such discussion has for properly distinguishing and specifying the moral object of genital surgeries in each context.

Conceptual and Linguistic Precision

Because precision of language is so important in emerging issues, we will begin by addressing some terminological points to help structure the dialogue among Catholic moral theologians and ethicists.

First, it is now common to distinguish conceptually between sex, which refers to the biological/anatomical characteristics of being...
male or female based on one’s chromosomal identity, and gender, which refers to the perception of being male or female typically as it relates to socially defined roles usually ascribed to a particular sex. Such conceptual differentiation does not mean that the two are unrelated or have some intrinsic connectivity, whether practically or theoretically. To assume otherwise is to beg a central question at issue. At the same time, even a cursory review of the literature reveals the terms are often used interchangeably, if not equivocally. Our commentary will strive to maintain a balance which recognizes that distinction does not entail disconnection.

Second, the term “transgender” (TG) refers to “persons whose gender identity, gender expression or behavior does not conform to that typically associated with the sex to which they were assigned at birth.” Previously this condition was recognized with a clinical diagnosis of “gender identity disorder.” The diagnostic term now favored by the DSM-V, “gender dysphoria,” denotes not only differing gender identification but also consequent significant feelings of distress. TG is therefore not reducible to gender dysphoria—since not all persons with differing gender identification experience distress about this perception—and one need not experience distress to seek out hormonal or surgical interventions. It is notable that the linguistic and diagnostic shift emphasizes the assertion that distress is the problematic phenomenon, not the self-identified incongruence between sex and gender.

Third, disorders of sex development (DSD) are categorically distinct from transgenderism. Also known as “intersex” conditions, DSD are “defined by congenital conditions in which development of chromosomal, gonadal, or anatomic sex is atypical.” Lack of a DSD is, in fact, one of the diagnostic exclusion criteria in a differential diagnosis for gender dysphoria.

In sum, while sex and gender may be conceptually distinct, they are not necessarily practically disconnected. Similarly, TG and DSD are conceptually and clinically distinct, though both touch on the relationship between sex and self. These phenomena each raise important practical questions around the best way to provide a loving, healing, personal response to persons with these conditions in line with the pastoral approach affirmed by Pope Francis. Yet, we can only start to develop answers to these questions when we explore these distinct conditions in light of the anthropological insight found in church teaching.
Basic Christian Anthropology

Implicitly or explicitly, all Christian moral theology is grounded in a theological anthropology that is itself informed by a *philosophical* anthropology. The latter provides a framework for formulating a perspective on questions related to transgenderism that is not uniquely Christian and thereby debatable within the public square. As “a sure norm,” the *Catechism of the Catholic Church* no. 355 outlines four basic components of an authentically Christian anthropology: Human beings occupy “a unique place in creation” as 1) created “in the image of God;” 2) in our nature uniting “the spiritual and material worlds”; 3) created “male and female”; and 4) established by God in “friendship.” These form the bones from which our faith understands human beings and our essential nature. Each of the points, moreover, may be supported to a certain extent through philosophical argument. For instance, the first and final points affirm the philosophical insight that all human beings share equally in a common human nature. This common nature provides the ground for the moral requirement to recognize and respect *all* human persons, regardless of gender identity, as divinely created for the purpose of attaining loving union with their Creator.

The second and third points establish certain constitutive elements of this received human nature. Rejecting the extremes of reductionist materialism and substance dualism, these points affirm the view set forth by Thomas Aquinas (c. 1225-1274) that human beings exist as composite unities of an immaterial soul informing matter to compose a living, sentient, social, and rational animal; and, by virtue of our animal nature, we are essentially *sexed* beings. However, by virtue of our essentially integral nature as a body-soul unity (*corpore et anima unus*), saying that one’s sex is determined by one’s animal nature is not to say that one is male or female only at the *physical* level. For, once God infuses a rational soul into a properly formed human body, the body being the principle of the soul’s *individuation* as well as of its sex, the soul now carries that individuality and sex with it as an “inseparable accident” insofar as it is the *form* of its particular body. It serves as
the “blueprint” for its body such that one’s resurrected body will be properly
his or hers, including with respect to its
sex.14 As John Grabowski summarizes,
“sexual difference is accidental on the
level of human nature but essential to
actually existing persons.”15 Therefore,
the living material body, which is the
human being, is constituted with
inherent meaning and this
meaningfulness encompasses and is
manifested through our biological sex.

Moving beyond philosophy, but not
contrary to a philosophical understanding
of God as one divine substance,
Christian systematic theology posits that
human beings mirror the divine Trinity.
That is, human bodily existence is
primarily personal and relational with
respect to God, other persons, and
creation.16 Our personal sexed nature is
also inherently dispositive towards God’s
ongoing creative act through our sexual
complementarity. Hence, the Catechism
no. 2360 states: “sexuality is ordered [per
se] to the conjugal love of man and
woman.” In sum, sex is per se an
inherent, ineradicable, given, and
dispositive feature of actual human
beings. Yet, this point does nothing to
rule out a per accidens reality that sexed
bodies might have developmental
disorders or that we may not fully
understand an individual person’s sex.

The Catechism, as noted above,
characterizes human beings as uniting
“the spiritual and material worlds.”
While there are myriad ways of
specifying the relation of “spirit” and
“matter” in composing human nature,
the church’s magisterium and moral
tradition have generally affirmed the
Thomistic thesis that human beings are
essentially “rational animals” comprising
a material body informed by a rational
soul (Catechism no. 365, citing the
Council of Vienne (1312)). While
strictly speaking the soul, which is
immaterial, is not sexed, each soul is
created by God as the vivifying principle
of sexed bodies and is thereby
individuated and sexed as an inseparable
accidental quality of the human being.
In short, as the vivifying principle of
actually existing human beings, the
human soul is properly characterized as
sexed.

If the soul is sexed, is it also gendered?
Thomistic anthropology provides
reasons to consider the soul as also taking on gender as an inseparable accidental quality that continues to inform a person’s psychological orientation after death. According to Aquinas, a human soul persists beyond its body’s death by virtue of its immaterial intellectual and volitional powers. These powers are present as active potentialities from the moment a rationally ensouled human being comes into existence; their actualization, however, develops over time and is informed by the various intellectual and moral inclinations that Aquinas, following Aristotle, terms “virtues” and “vices”—e.g., wisdom, prudence, fortitude, etc.17 These virtues, once cultivated through habit, as influenced by one’s social environment and pattern of free choices—or sometimes directly infused by God—become defining features of one’s intellectual and moral character; as such, they can only be removed with difficulty,18 and, upon death, persist as indelible marks of one’s soul.19

Insofar as one’s social milieu plays an essential role in shaping his or her character, combined with the fact that one inherently relates to other persons in terms of his or her gender, it is reasonable to conclude that the indelible stamp of intellectual and moral traits definitive of a person’s self-identity also includes their gender-identification. Furthermore, one’s soul also retains self-consciousness—i.e., a person’s unique first-person perspective20—and the intellectual knowledge one had acquired throughout life.21 All of these psychological traits, combined with the indelibly “sexed” quality of one’s soul, support the thesis that one’s soul becomes, and persists beyond death through resurrection, as “gendered.” To assert otherwise is to bifurcate the essential integral nature of our body-soul unity, laying the foundation for a problematic body-self dualism, which we will discuss later.

This thesis supports our view that sex and gender are conceptually distinct, yet inherently connected. As Charlotte Witt contends, gender is uniesential to one’s identity as a “social individual” that is, in her view, ontologically distinct due to its foundation in interpersonal relationships, yet grounded in one’s existence as both a person and a human
organism. She contends that, while transgender individuals may alter their identities as social individuals, they would persist as the same persons and organisms.22

While we reject Witt’s ontological separation of one’s identity as a social individual, we affirm that one’s gender is largely grounded in one’s relational identity with other persons, though also inherently informed by one’s biological make-up since others relate to us largely due to our apparent physical sex. Since, for Aquinas, one’s soul is both the ground of one’s psychological traits—including self-consciousness, intellectual knowledge, and virtues or vices—and the form of one’s physical body, it follows that one’s soul is both sexed and gendered.

Comparing Disorders of Sex Development and Transgenderism

These basic Christian anthropological assumptions allow us to contrast the phenomena of DSD and TG. This juxtaposition will provide a framework for offering an ethical analysis of specific interventions.

First, neither DSD nor TG is incongruent with Christian tenets about the origin, moral dignity, and final end of persons with these conditions. All are created children of the one God, share the same irreducible moral status, and are called to eternal life. How these conditions relate to our bodily, sexed life requires further articulation.

We believe that DSD does nothing to challenge or repudiate the essence of the anthropology outlined above.23 The questions raised by persons with DSD take the embodied nature of human persons very seriously and thus are not inherently adhering to a problematic “body-self dualism.”24 The question this situation presents is objective and ontological: it is not a question about how one perceives themselves, but what sex the person actually is, given that the biological data might not offer certitude, especially given the variety of intersex conditions that may lead not only to ambiguity in one’s external genitalia but also more subtle variations at the less readily observable hormonal level.25 Thus, DSD does not repudiate a binary of sexual complementarity insofar as the
question at hand is not whether there are more than two sexes or a spectrum of sexual identity; indeed these conditions are only intelligible in light of a male-female sex binary. Rather, they show that per accidens there is variation in the degrees and types of biological development within the categories of male and female. Further, the moral message of the Intersex Society of North America (ISNA) and Catholic authors like Erik Lenhart is that surgery ought not be forced upon individuals with these conditions, especially children who are unable to consent for themselves.26

TG differs from DSD, however, by being premised on a discrepancy between the perceiving mind and the existing body—a body-self dualism. Consider how one transgender writer, Anna Magdalena, describes the situation: “for many transsexuals the site of gender embattlement is their subconscious sex, which is often confused with gender identity. Subconscious sex is a person’s persistent embodied sense of belonging to one sex or another. It is not how one chooses to identify, but how one experiences oneself.”27 Subconscious sex is reportedly confronted and experienced as a given, not simply an option with which one chooses to identify. Magdalena then associates “subconscious sex” with the disputed concept of “brain sex”—i.e., the biological constitution and disposition of the brain as it has developed under the influence of hormones and other biological factors.28 Hence, a conflict is perceived when subconscious sex is misaligned with genital morphology, which is also confronted as a given. Incongruity between these two perceived “givens” leads to distress and sets the context and impetus for surgery. Thus, gender dysphoria results in a perceived “war” between the brain and the genitals.29 “Genital surgery,” Magdalena writes, “cures ONE problem: the discordance between the brain and the genitals. It does nothing else [e.g., cure psychological comorbidities such as depression], and shouldn’t be expected to do anything else.”30 However, the effectiveness of genital reconfiguration interventions to ameliorate adequately gender dysphoria, and especially associated psychological comorbidities, has long been a source of dispute.31
Genital reconfiguration does not necessarily cure either gender dysphoria (distress), transgender identification, or alter the person’s “brain sex.” Indeed, some transgender proponents affirm that such interventions do nothing to change biological sex: “I am not female nor ever will be. I am a simulation of the female form.” However, the more fundamental issue is the evident body-self dualism, that the “real” self is not the body as given but merely the “self” as perceived. The discordance, then, is primarily epistemic in nature. Surgical intervention thus involves manipulating the body to align with one’s subjective self-perception. Admittedly, the lived experience of transgender individuals is a critical factor in the exploration of questions regarding gender identity. We must be cautious, however, in not putting total stake in self-perception alone, as subjective experience is not always the best indicator of what is truly the case—e.g., a schizophrenic patient may believe without any doubt whatsoever that they are talking with another person who, in reality, is not present; or, more closely analogous to the present case, someone with body dysmorphic disorder may feel like they should be an amputee, but most surgeons would not amputate someone’s arm solely for that reason.

Conclusion: Towards Specifying a Moral Object

Having established elements of a basic philosophical and theological anthropology, it is now possible to offer some reflections on points necessary for moral analysis. The first point is that human moral equality does not necessarily mandate uniform treatment. In fact, equity of care requires that we respond to each case based on its own merits. Conceptually and clinically, DSD and TG are distinct phenomena; the surgical and hormonal interventions that might be licitly used in each case therefore also differ in kind. Due to space constraints, and given that “bottom surgeries” would seem to carry greater moral gravity due to entailing the permanent radical alteration of a non-life-threatening healthy procreative organ and its sterilizing effects, we will focus on genital/reproductive organ surgical interventions.
First, DSD surgeries seem to take seriously the composite nature of human beings. For instance, the premise of such surgeries seems to be that, while as animals our anatomy and physiology typically develop toward their teleologic ends (e.g., eating, moving, reproducing), per accidens, there is: 1) a degree of variation within the category of what is biologically typical; and 2) a chance the body might develop atypically, i.e. outside of the general spectrum within a given category. Hence, DSD does not comprise an incongruity with one’s “authentic” self or imply that one’s soul is not properly informing their body, but rather that one’s body has developed in a species-atypical way. The immediate end, then, of such surgeries is to correct atypically developed anatomy.

Second, while one might claim that the ultimate end of TG surgeries is body-soul integrity, the immediate end of such surgeries seems to be inescapably premised upon and reinforces a form of body-self dualism. For instance, a Cartesian analysis might claim that TG surgery conforms the body to the soul, positing that the “real” person is the soul.35 This substance dualism, as we have noted above, is incompatible with a Christian anthropology and so is any justification built upon it.

Conversely, a reductive materialist analysis might claim that the surgery aligns the sex of the genitals with the gender of the brain.36 But this argument presumes that such a duality does, in fact, exist and that the proposed intervention actually ameliorates the duality. Hence, unless there is some yet to be discovered scientific evidence to the contrary, it is doubly incongruent with a Christian anthropology, since the accidental exposure or lack of exposure of the brain to particular hormones does not entail a change in the essential nature of a particular animal or one of their parts (organs). Thus, even if the “brain-sex” hypothesis that exposure of the developing brain to certain hormones is a contributing factor to cross-gender identification is validated, it cannot be said that such exposure causes a change in the essential nature of the person.

Further, to argue that genital reconfiguration helps align or integrate a person as a composite being, one must
deny at least one of the following tenets of Thomistic hylomorphism upon which Christian anthropology has been authoritatively based since the Council of Vienne: 1) that the soul is simple and not comprised of parts (e.g., the part informing the brain is female while that informing the genitals is male), or 2) an organ of a live human being that is typically developed (even those atypically developed) and functional is not properly informed by a human soul. In short, to argue that TG surgery integrates a human person, one must presume that the alleged ontological dis-integrity actually exists. The strong thrust of the Catholic philosophical tradition indicates this is not plausible; the dis-integration lies elsewhere, not on the level of ontology, and at present there is no evidence of a biological dis-integration. To summarize, it is implausible to affirm that the immediate end of these interventions is bodily (i.e., personal) integration. It seems rather to be the reconfiguration of typically developed anatomy.

This conclusion calls for a more refined analysis of the applicability of principles invoked by Bayley and Gremmels in their reflections on surgical interventions for transgender individuals: double-effect and totality, respectively. For double-effect is applicable only if an act’s immediate end is good or at least morally neutral, and this is precisely what has not heretofore been demonstrated. Further, reconfiguring typically developed and functioning anatomy cannot be construed as either unless, perhaps, the principle of totality is invoked to justify the sacrifice of one part of the body for the sake of the well-being of the whole person. Our analysis calls this latter claim into question, as we have argued that transgender individuals are not experiencing an ontological dis-integration, even if they perceive themselves to be. Consequently, the object of the act of such surgeries could not be described as integrating the person as a body-soul composite.

In sum, our anthropological analysis aims to help theologians and ethicists gain clarity in precisely defining the moral object of genital surgeries, particularly in the context of TG. To aid future analyses, therefore, we propose the term “transgender genital reconfiguration interventions” (TGRI)
as a term that captures both the circumstances and immediate end of such acts—i.e., reconfiguring typically developed anatomy—and avoids some question-begging assumptions. This immediate end is distinct from genital reconstructive interventions in cases of persons with atypical genitalia due to DSD.
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